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The cleaning product that we
both use the most in our houses are
Clorox wipes. The most concerning
ingredient in the clorox wipes we
found were alkyl dimethyl benzyl
ammonium chloride. Based on the
MADE SAFE hazard list, we
discovered that Ammonia which is
mixed with other chemicals to create
ammonium compounds are used in
many cleaning products and
personal care items. When people
are exposed to high levels of
ammonia, major health problems
may develop. For people who are
exposed to lower levels of ammonia
it will mainly affect people with
asthma or sensitive. Along with that
we have learned that little
information and research has been
done on ammonia but is known to
be toxic to sea life.

A safe alternative to clorox
wipes would be a all-purpose
disinfectant cleaner. The safer
alternative we found on EWG’s website is AspenClean All Purpose Cleaner. This is a better
alternative to clorox wipes because it reduces the waste produced by throwing away all the
single cloth wipes and also uses safe ingredients that are less harmful for humans and the
environment. Along with that, this specific all-purpose cleaner is about the same price, priced at
$9.99, as normal commercial brand all-purpose cleaners that are harmful. On the AspenClean
website, it describes its all purpose cleaner as 100% natural, for all washable surfaces,
biodegradable, plant-based, septic tank safe, kids & pet safe, bottles made from recycled
plastic, 30% more efficiency, ergonomic design, and used by other professionals. Overall, if we
buy the safe alternative we would be paying the same price for a product that is not only safer to
use but is also more environmentally friendly.

The DIY eco-friendly product we decided to make was the all-purpose cleaner from the
Women’s Voices for the Earth website. All we needed was 2 cups of distilled white vinegar, 2
cups of water, 20-30 drops of an essential oil(s) of our choice, and a spray bottle to put
everything in. When I made the cleaner I put everything in an empty 12 oz. plastic spray bottle I
found in our house. The essential oil that I chose to use from the ones we had at my house is



lavender which is supposed to be a calming
scent for both humans and dogs. This part was
important to me because I wanted a scent that
would help make my house very nice while also
taking into consideration the sensitivity of my
dog’s nose. Compared to other all-purpose
disinfectant cleaners that I have used before it
works just as well and is also cheaper compared
to both the commercial and safe alternative
versions. Along with that I also know exactly what
I am using to clean the many surfaces I use
all-purpose cleaner with. Overall, I found DIY
all-purpose cleaner as an easier, more
cost-effective way to clean things in your house.
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